A Wrinkle In Time Crossword Puzzle

Across
2. to make or become similar
4. bitterness
5. with sound judgement
9. temporary madness
13. angrily
16. the author of A Wrinkle in Time
17. relating to the body
18. carefully
20. overcome or conquer
21. able to be touched
23. the Murray’s dog
24. to skip about in play
25. enormous – exciting wonder
27. obedient – easily controlled
28. the sister of Charles Wallace
29. gloomy and dismal

Down
1. questionable
3. a wrinkle in time
6. to sink or submerge
7. lives in Orion’s belt
8. lying on the back with the face upward
10. condition of decay
11. peacefully
12. open to attack
14. the brother of Margaret Murray
15. ridicule
19. hostility
22. worthless, trivial, insignificant
26. unclouded – clear